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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Moods for Moderns: COBOL
Old and New

Recently, someone asked me to take a
COBOL programming test at an

Internet site. The title of the test was
“COBOL II” and it consisted of 40 questions.
I aced the test but was amazed by some of
the questions. Whoever authored the test
apparently did not have an in-depth knowl-
edge of modern COBOL. Where was the
LE COBOL test?

Taking this test inspired me to write this
month’s column. Here I will discuss some
COBOL techniques, old and new, that the
author of that test is apparently unaware of.
In general, when I write about COBOL, I
am writing about Language Environment
COBOL. However, much of this month’s
material applies to all versions of COBOL
— in particular, COBOL II and LE
COBOL.

FILE STATUS: LET THE ACCESS
METHOD HELP YOU

What is wrong with end-of-file switches?
Nothing really. Many COBOL program-
mers swear by them. However, all COBOL
programmers should at least be aware of
how to get automatic end-of-file notifica-
tion (and other file feedback) from the
underlying access method using COBOL
language elements.

How do you do this? There are actually
several methods. By far the easiest method
is simply coding the FILE STATUS clause
on all SELECT statements within the FILE-
CONTROL paragraph. See Figure 1.

By coding FILE STATUS on SELECT
statements for all files, programmers can
simplify programs and make their file
processing more bulletproof.

Most COBOL programs that contain
VSAM file SELECT statements usually
include FILE STATUS, but why limit its

use to VSAM? FILE STATUS provides
assistance for any type of file.

OPEN BENEFITS

In addition to getting automatic feed-
back from the access method, when you
code FILE STATUS for a file, you can
program for unexpected abends. This is
most helpful for OPEN processing but is
useful in other situations.

When you code the FILE STATUS
clause, the compiler inserts a tiny bit of
additional logic. These extra instructions
will return control to your program in the
event of most file errors.

For example, if your program opens a file
for input and its DD name is missing from
the JCL, without FILE STATUS the program
will abend (or get a bad return code) right
in the OPEN processing.

If a COBOL program is running under
the Language Environment, open error
messages are clear and unambiguous but
still, if ABTERMENC(ABEND) is active,
the program will abend. If you set the
CEEDOPT option to ABTERMENC(RET-
CODE), the LE enclave will end with a bad
return code, not an abend. Both situations
are messy.

I guess I am a control freak, but I prefer
to handle file exceptions myself. See Figure 2.
Coding FILE STATUS allows me to do
this. Using FILE STATUS to help control
file conditions from within a program has
been a feature of the COBOL language
since the 1970s.

CHOICE WHERE NONE EXISTED

Have you used the BY CONTENT phrase
in a COBOL program lately? Have you used
BY VALUE or BY REFERENCE? Are you
aware that you can trap Sx06 types of
abends by using the ON EXCEPTION
clause of the CALL statement?

The new techniques that are available for
passing data to other programs are excellent
examples of the new clauses being intro-
duced where, previously, there was only a
single technique allowed. That is, in older
versions of COBOL there was no clause or
phrase to indicate the use of this single,
implied technique.

Let me clarify this a bit further. Prior to
the COBOL II introduction of BY CON-
TENT/BY REFERENCE clauses of the
CALL statement, the sole technique for
passing data was by reference. Therefore,
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there was never any need to actually code
the phrase BY REFERENCE. With the
introduction of BY CONTENT (COBOL
II) and BY VALUE (LE COBOL), the pre-
vious default needed a name. The chosen
phrase for the former implied default is BY
REFERENCE. See Figure 3 for details.

As an aside, the addition of clauses where
none previously existed also applies to the
WITH TEST BEFORE/WITH TEST
AFTER clauses of the PERFORM/UNTIL
combination. Prior to the introduction of
these two clauses, the only choice (implied)
was WITH TEST BEFORE. Once WITH
TEST AFTER was added, the previous
default needed a name.

I suppose the easiest way to grasp these
kinds of additions to COBOL is to tell your-
self that you have always coded the BY
REFERENCE on a CALL and have always
used the WITH TEST BEFORE on PER-
FORM/UNTIL even if you never explicitly
coded them.

CONCLUSION

One question on the Internet COBOL II
test contained a code fragment that looked
similar to Figure 4. I asked myself this
question: Is all this code really required to
determine something as simple as reaching
end-of-file? After all, only one read will
trigger the end of file condition. Why
would it be necessary to continually set
some contrived switch (“Input-File-NOT-
At-End”) on every read that did not cause
end of file?

I cannot even begin to think of a reason
why. In more than 25 years of commercial
COBOL programming, I have never seen
such code. Yet there it was, on a test
designed to determine COBOL proficiency.

It turns out that I learned something from
taking the test after all: Technique matters,
even when you are authoring tests.
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In Working-Storage, a two-byte character field with the same name (INFILE-Status) is defined. Conditional names (88 levels)
are associated with the Working-Storage field. All possible FILE STATUS values can be found in COBOL documentation.

File-Control.
Select INPUT-FILE Assign to INFILE

File Status is INFILE-Status.
.
.
Working-Storage Section.
01 INFILE-Status         Pic X(02) Value Zeros.\

88 INFILE-OK Value Zeros.
88 INFILE-At-End Value “10”.

FIGURE 1: FILE STATUS ADDED TO THE SELECT OF AN INPUT FILE 

Without FILE STATUS, the statement “IF INFILE-OK” will never get executed if an open error occurs. INPUT-FILE is a
plain vanilla QSAM (flat) file. Note that the READ for the file does NOT include an “AT END” conditional clause. AT END
is signaled automatically by moving a “10” to INFILE-Status.

Open Input INPUT-FILE.

If INFILE-OK
Perform 3000-Read-Input   Thru 3000-Exit 
If INFILE-At-End 

Display “Empty File at //INFILE”
.
.
3000-Read-Input.

Read INPUT-FILE Into WS-Input-Record.
3000-Exit. Exit.

FIGURE 2: OPEN CHECK FOR A FILE THAT HAS A FILE STATUS FIELD CODED 

CALL...By Reference (COBOL II & LE): Default passes an address pointer to the sub-program so that the entire data structure
pointed to by the passed address is available for both read and write. Requires matching USING...BY REFERENCE (or equivalent)
on the called program’s entry point.

CALL...By Content (COBOL II & LE): Passes a copy of the data item(s) to the called sub-program. The sub-program is free to
modify the passed copy of the data. However, the modifications will not be available upon return to the calling program.
Requires matching USING...BY CONTENT (or equivalent) on the called program’s entry point.

CALL...By Value (LE COBOL only): Passes a copy of the data item(s) to the called sub-program. The sub-program is free to
modify the passed copy of the data. Upon return to the calling program, the modifications will be available to the calling
program. Requires matching USING...BY VALUE (or equivalent) on the called program’s entry point.

The following two LE COBOL examples are exactly equivalent:

• Call “SUBPROG1” Using By Reference First-Parameter, Second-Parameter.
• Call “SUBPROG1” Using First-Parameter, Second-Parameter.

FIGURE 3: COBOL CALL STATEMENT CLAUSES THAT ALLOW
DIFFERENT FORMS OF DATA PASSING TO SUB-PROGRAMS

READ INPUT-FILE INTO WORK-INPUT
AT END
SET INPUT-FILE-AT-END TO TRUE

NOT AT END
SET INPUT-FILE-NOT-AT-END TO TRUE

END-READ

FIGURE 4: CODE FROM SAMPLE TEST 


